Love ↔ Links Transformation-Skill

Formulas

Love-Links has three liberating Transformation-Skill Formulas:
These are formulas for finding forgiveness, freedom, and
empowerment, giving purpose to life by better understanding
our God-Image. If the other formulas are working for you, try
these, and you might be amazed! These formulas are based
upon proven, historic Christian truths. However, you do not
have to be a Christian to benefit from the Love-Link formulas.
God’s love for us is an offer, not a mandate. Discovering
forgiveness, freedom, and purpose/empowerment is,
however, the most powerful way to use them.

TS Formula One: Discovering Forgiveness
Are you wanting a relationship with God, your Creator? You can use this formula to help understand the
impact forgiveness can bring to your life. • Jesus offers complete and undeserved forgiveness for
our sins if we trust him for our salvation. He promises to make our lives fresh and new, giving us
peace and joy and fullness of life. • It is free for the asking, but it does require that we repent of
our sins and turn our life’s choices toward his purpose for our life I. • On the Image Cube®, this
transformation is a horizontal line, adding a spiritual understanding to our life-motivational GodImage elements. We can begin to see the world through our Creator’s truths and words.

TS Formula Two: Discovering Freedom
Are you wanting freedom from old habits and unhealthy living? You can use this formula to help you
find power for living a healthy and complete life. • God offers another, deeper relationship to him
if we consecrate (dedicate) our life to accomplishing his will for us. • God’s Holy Spirit offers to
dwell in our lives to guide us, give us freedom from our evil tendencies, and live a fresh and holy life
pleasing to him. We agree to let him be the number one Rule-Maker for our life and live his way J.
• On the Image Cube®, this transformation is on the vertical line, promising to give us new hope
and power for our relationships, competence, and purpose to fit in life, regardless of our situation.

TS Formula Three: Discovering Purpose and Empowerment
Are you wanting to make sense of the value and meaning of your life? You can use this formula to help
you find purpose in all you think, feel, and do. • If you choose to discover forgiveness and freedom,
you can also discover a fresh purpose for your life – it will become a journey of “serving God” as
well as others K. • On the Image Cube®, this transformation can be seen by looking at your GodImage elements #1, #5, and #9, as a Design-to-Fit® process. It shows that our old lives are uniquely
transformed for living a free, forgiven, and empowered life in God’s Kingdom here on earth.
How and Why Do These Formulas Work? • These formulas help us live holistically. Often, our spiritual side of life is ignored,
even though it is central to our identity, peace, purpose, and happiness. • Salvation identifies our need for forgiveness
and becoming a new creature to deal with sin and the lies of Satan. We admit we need God’s help with our lives. On the
Image Cube® it is the Horizontal Transformation (HT), and opens us to a “kingdom view” of the world, as we are forgiven
and given a new relationship with our Creator through Jesus. • Sanctification identifies our need for holiness and
righteous living. When being honest, everyone recognizes this need. Rightness and holiness are reflected as a Vertical
Transformation (VT) on the Image Cube®. The consecration of our lives for holy living, empowerment of the Holy Spirit,
and freedom from sin, make this possible. • Finding meaningful purpose in life is the holistic life transformation, called
Design-to-Fit® on the Image Cube®. Centering our life’s story in love, for the purpose of bringing Glory to the Father, is an
Image-Legacy® Skill. While other choices offer transformation, these are proven through history to represent Truth.
References found in the Q/A section 7 under I, J, & K.

